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LOOKING  AS we do at love and marriage from the standpoint of our own ideas,
. we are apt to regard the practical, if not cynical, marriage arrangements of the

fifteenth century landed  class  with a certain  amount  of disfavour. We wonder
how  those  apparently submissive sons and daughters felt  about  their own roles
in marriage contracts which  were, apparently, so heavily influenced by
considerations of wealth and status. Was Margery Paston’s  attitude, if not her
behaviour, shared by even  a  minority of  those who, being born  into important
families, were surely destined to be manipulated in the marriage market largely
to further those families’ interests?‘ It is difficult to judge, and- especially so
where women are concerned, since they appear to us so often merely as the
wives or daughters of such and  such  a  man. As individuals in their own right we
know little of them. Perhaps  they accepted their situation without any of the
resentment or dismay that  we should consider natural, if their  conception  of a
‘happy‘ marriage was, also, based on criteria which had little to do with the
personal characteristics of the husband? 01d, dull, brutal, mean — perhaps it
was much the same to them, provided they. were not ‘demeaned’ socially by the
match. We may be wrong even to  suppose  that the majority of such women were
ever anything but appreciative of their family’s concern to safeguard their
standing in society.

An intriguing fifteenth century divorce  case, concerning just such an
arranged marriage between two members of the northern gentry, Sir  Thomas
Saville of Thornhill and Christian the widow of Sir Robert Harrington of
Hornby, shows  that  occasionally a  woman could, and in this  case  did, rebel
against the coercion of those who claimed to exercise ‘governance’ over  her in
this respect. The  case  is fully documented in the ecclesiastical Cause Papers  held
at the Diocesan Registry in York.2 Christian Harrington had sued for divorce
on grounds of duress, and the successful outcome of her suit is recorded on 31
July 1443, together with the depositions of eleven  testators  who were called
upon to reply on  oath  to the articles, or positions, on which the validity of her
appeal was based. The sequence of  events  revealed in the depositions is full of
interest. Of the eleven witnesses, five are described as in some way connected
with Christian’s  household  (moram trahens  cum  domina Christiana), residing
with  the lady Christian  —  John  Cuthbert of  Caton, John  Haukeshed, Thomas
Cartwright, and,Isabella and Christian Flemyng. The others were  Thomas
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Harrington *of Hornby, John  Braydshaw, William Edylston of Ulverston in
Furness, John  Buth  of Ulverston, John Windac, and William  Hoton  of Hornby
in Lonsdale, chaplain. The longest deposition was made by Thomas  Harrington
of Hornby, the plaintiff‘s brother—in—law, who is revealed as the one who has, by
various threats, compelled Christian to ‘marry’ Sir  Thomas  Saville, who was at
that  time a grandfather and widower. This is the  same Thomas  Harrington who
was to perish  with  his eldest son John at Wakefield: his two younger  sons,  Sir
James and Sir Robert, were to be associated with Richard 111  both  as Duke of
Gloucester and as King, and for  that reason  were to merit the particular
disfavour of Henry Tudor after Bosworth.3

Harrington’s interrogation  took  place in June  1443, and his deposition
gives a  detailed description of the actual ceremony.  ‘Thomas  Haryngton of
Hornby, esquire, upwards of 40 years  old, said  that  he was in the parish church
of St. Mary on Bysschophill in the City of York4 on  Sunday the  twenty-ninth
day of October5 two years ago where he saw and heard the marriage between Sir
Thomas  Sayvell and the lady Christian, relict of Sir  Robert  Haryngton,
solemnised by a  certain chaplain whose  name  he does not know.  Thomas
Sayvell  took  the lady Christian by the right hand and said, I  take thee  Christian
as my wife for  better  and for worse, to have and to hold till death shall part us,
and to  this I  give thee my troth. And likewise the  lady, moaning and weeping,
with  tears  on her  face, said  I take  thee  Thomas  as my husband, for better and
for worse, to  have  and to hold till death shall part us, and to  this I  give  thee  my
troth.’ (Hic  accipio  te  Thomam  in  virum  et  maritum  meum habendum  et
tenendum quousque  mars  nos  separaverit  et ad hoc do  tibifidem meum.)

All the witnesses who  were  then present paint an identical picture of the
‘happy occasion’, which was further enhanced by hearing mass in the church
afterwards, celebrated no  doubt  by the chaplain whose name was not  known, --
but who was reputed to  have  been a priest of Silkeston parish.6 There must  have
been many visiting clerics in York at any time, and some of  them  willing to
officiate at  a  moment’s  notice. Certainly, this  one was not  known  personally to
any of the wedding party. Other interesting details of the ceremony appear in
the deposition of John Cuthbert. He was asked who had  ‘given away’ Christian.
(Quis dedit  eam?) Thomas Harrington, of course, gave  her away, ‘in the
presence of William Scargill and  a  certain Gargrave’.  These  two were likely to
have been in Saville’s party, and one wonders what  other  business was on the
agenda.

For the circumstances which occasioned  this  marriage, we hear  again  from
Thomas Harrington:

‘Concerning the coercion on lady Christian to contract this marriage, he
said that  on the Saturday before it  took  place  (28 October) he had come to York
to meet Sir  Thomas  Sayvell and John, his son and heir, to discuss with them the
betrothal of Joan, his daughter, with John,7 the son and heir of the  said  John
Sayvell, son and heir of the aforesaid Sir  Thomas  Sayvell, and at the  same  time
he and Sir  Thomas  Sayvell  broached the  subject  of  a  marriage between
Christian Haryngton and Sir Thomas. And straight away he (Harrington) went
to Christian’s room in her house on Bysschophyll and asked her if she would
have Sir  Thomas  Sayvell as her husband. To which she replied tearfully that  she
did not wish to marry any man at that moment. So he said to her, If you consent
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to marry him for the honour of my name and family and friends, 1 will be  a  kind
brother and true friend to  you, but if you will not agree, then  I  will be your
enemy (inimicus) and take from you everything of yours within my power.
When  asked what  power  he had or has over the lady Christian, he said that he
had and has the power to disinherit her from the major part of her lands and
tenements, and, unless she would consent to marry Sir  Thomas, he would
disinherit her forever from the dower and jointure which she had from his
brother, Sir Robert Haryngton, because  she Christian had no deeds, writings,
or other muniments to show for  those  lands and tenements which were solely
within his jurisdiction. (a  date  et  iunctura  sua  quas habuit  et  possedit  per
fratrem suum dominum Robertum Haryngton exheredaret  in  perpetuum  quia
dicta domina Christiana  non  habuit  nec  habet  aliquas cartas  scripturas  vel
mum'mema  pro  dictis terris  et  tenementis  exhibenda  set  solomodo consistunt  in
potestate istius iurati.) And so, sad and tearful, she went to St. Mary’s Church
and  said  the marriage words.’

The other witnesses either confirm  that  they heard Harrington repeat this
threat, or claim  that  Christian herself told  them  of it on several occasions to
explain her inability to flee to Hornby, which she yearned to do to escape from
this  intolerable  union.  But  escape  was, or so it seems, her  object  from the  outset,
and  thus  it was only shortly after the ceremony, with the wedding party en  route
for Saville’s estates near Wakefield, that  the first ominous incident occurred.
Harrington, after escorting the couple as far as Tadcaster, takes leave of them to
return to  York, and no sooner has he departed than Christian falls from her
horse in such a swoon  ‘that  everyone there  thought  she was dead.’ Saville is so
concerned  that  he considers  sending a  messenger to bring Harrington back to
deal with the situation. But Christian was not  dead, though evidently suffering
the after-effects of her ordeal, so the party continues its journey and eventually
arrives at  Saville’s  manor of Thornhill. The nuptial supper is fittingly consumed
as man and wife, when Christian now claims such infirmity that, though  she
must share her  husband's  bed and chamber, her ladies of the household, Isabella
and Christian Flemyng assure us in their testimony that  all the time she was
modestly covered in kirtle and tunic and  there  was certainly no  expected  union
of the flesh.

This  excuse of an unspecified malaise saw her through the first three nights,
by which time she had probably got the measure of the opposition.  (per  tres  dies
et  noctes proxime sequemes tempus solempnizationis  Christiana  se  infirmata
pretendens  a  marito  suo  domino  Thoma  Sayvell impetravit  quad  ipsam illis
tribus diebus  et  noctibus carnaliter  non  cognosceret.)

From now on, and apparently to everyone  around  her, she complains
unceasingly —— in no way does she  feel  constrained to honour a commitment
made under threat, she would flee if she were not afraid of losing her
possessions, she never wanted to  marry Sir  Thomas  in {he first  place, and she
will not now, or ever in the future, consent to live with him as man and wife! A
wide area of Calderdale must  have  been aware of her lamentations.

Harrington is sent for and informed that Christian has consistently refused
to fulfill the conjugal rites, obdurately declining to allow Saville to  ‘know  her
carnally’.  (Cito post solempm'zationem huiusmodi matrimonii  (Saville) misit
pro  (Harrington) ut  ipse  ad  manerium  suum  de  Eland  veniret  ad  quad  isle
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accidens citqpoitea  et  ibidem  personaliter existens  Thomas Sayvell  conquestus
fuit  sibi  quad domina Christiana obsequia  caniugalia  omm' tempore neglexit  et
recusavit.) Once more she is reminded by brother—in-law of the consequences of
such behaviour, and so lectured and  rebuked  by him  that  she promises to go to
her husband’s bed  that  very night and ‘communicate with him as wife with
husband ought', but once he has left the manor house and is, presumably, on his
way to York,.Christian  goes  back on her word and worse; according to Saville,
she came  to‘his  room  that  same night, fully clothed yet again in  that  camisia  and
tunica,  reclined on his  bed, then rushed away.  (eodem  mane domina Christiana
venit  ad  lectum suum  camisia  el  tunica induta  et  inclinavit  se  super lectum suum
et  incontinenti recessit  ab  eodem).  It is not surprising that Saville shows signs of
beginning to waver under the strain. Repeatedly Harrington is sent for 'ad
tractandum inter eosdem super  concordia  et  pace habenda  inter  eosdemi  but no
amount of argument or _persuasi_on has any effect on Christian’s resolve t_o resist
the consummation of this marriage.

Finally, and with the consent of  both  parties, it is agreed  that  Christian will
live at Saville’ smanor of Elland, whilst  he will reside at Thornhill, away from
each  other’s  company. (ex  consensu utriusque  parlis  statuit  et  ordinavit  quad

dicta  domina Christiana a  consortia  et  comitiva predicti  domim' Theme  in
manerio  de  Eland maneret  e1  dominus  Thomas  ad  manerium  suum  de  T homiIl
accederet  et  ibidem a comitiva  et  consortia  domine Christiane  commoraret)..
. The impression given  throughout this  affair is that  Saville  was at  a  loss  how
to deal with his bride’s disconcerting behaviour. Was it perhaps so unusual and
eccentric  that this  experienced and mature man of the world had no precedents

'to fall  back  upon? He had tried coaxing‘her with promises of  ‘£40  of silver and
many other  goods'; but the possible solution of maltreating her into submission
'never, to his credit, seéms to have occurred to him. Nor, apparently, ..
imprisonment, since everyone agreed that Christian was at all times  ‘free  to
come and go as she wished’.  Indeed, he appears to have been unwilling to

enforce his position by even' the mildest of physical coercion  3  Could any
woman similarly placed be reasonably confident, at  that  time, of her physical

security? One doubts it. Another divorce enquiry which  occurred at  much  the
same time and place proves  that  some men were not  above  using bodily

coercion to  exact  obedience.  9  Roger  Talbot  of Sailesbury on the Ribble had
actually abducted Alice Towneley his unwilling bride, locked her away so  that
her friends were unable to communicate with  her,  and then proceeded to  beat
and terrify her into submission. He had dragged her out of his house in the
middle of the night down to the banks of the Ribble, forced her to undress', and
then threatened to  fling her  into  the river and drown her.  ‘Withoute thou  will
consent  to have me to thy husband and that  I  may lye with  thee  I shall throtill
thee with this  tewell’ he had bargained, winding the towel round her neck to
emphasize his meaning. And on another occasion, ‘Unless  thou  consent. .1
shall stik  thee  with  this  daggir.’ The wounds on Alice’s body were stated to be
grievous, and yet  that  particular divorce was being fought, apparently, not on
grounds of duress, but of consanguinity. ‘We er overe nere  sybbe’, poor Alice
had complained, but not as we  would have  expected, ‘You are  a  pitiless brute
that no woman would want for a husband’. However, whatever the conventions
of the time in regard to marital'disputes,'Saville for his  part  had evidently
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decided  that  there was no acceptable way of persuading Christian to change her
mind.  She remained obdurate and living apart, and given those circumstances,
the only possible solution would  seem  to be divorce.  Hence  the suit, barely two
years after the marriage had taken  place.

Apart from providing an interesting and somewhat surprising glimpse into
an area of medieval life usually obscured from us, the Saville-Harrington  case
illustrates very clearly the church  couns’ practice in dealing with matrimonial
disputes, and in particular  with  disputes culminating in divorce.’0 The latter
were comparatively rare, and, with duress as the  plea, even  more so. Divorce as
we understand it  today did not  exist  in the fifteenth century, since a ‘valid’
marriage was considered indissoluble, so the use of the term ‘divorce’ meant
what we should consider an annulment, declaring that the so-called marriage
had not been a valid one, and therefore had never existed. Some of the reasons
for the invalidation of  a  marriage contract are well demonstrated in this
particular  case where it is possible to identify the important considerations from
the direction of the interrogations.

Apparently, this particular marriage was valid in so far as the parties
concerned had repeated the words of ‘prescnt consent’ (verba  de  presenti) to
each  other in front of witnesses at a church (in  facie ecclesie).  Certainly quite
enough  on the face of it to create an indissoluble bond, and indeed  most  of the
witnesses when questioned on that point claim to have been present on the
occasion and  could  verify that  the appropriate  vows  were made. The fact  that
the lady complained of the ceremony as hasty, surreptitious, cheap, and without
due solemnity is beside the  point.  (tam  subito  contra honorem suum  u!  sibi
videbatur  quasi  secrete  et  sine ulteriori solempm'tate  et  expensarum  effusione
essent disponsati).  What she would have to prove, in order to procure an
annulment, was not only that  she had contracted the marriage against her will,
but  that  she had consistently refused to acquiesce in the arrangement. This was
not so straightforward as we might imagine, for  what  appears to us as
intimidating threats might have  been, in fifteenth century terms, quite justifiable
and appropriate persuasion, and the mere fact  that  the lady was warned  that  her
land and property would be  taken  from her unless she agreed to the marriage
would not necessarily have  been  sufficient proof of duress, without the  fact  that
she had, before  the  threat,  already made it clear  that  she did not desire marriage,
and  that  subsequently she had in no way behaved in such a manner as to suggest
that she had, after all, accepted the arrangement. The questions asked were all
clearly directed towards ascertaining whether or not this could be proved, and it
explains the great importance  attached  to the behaviour of the couple after the
ceremony. Did they behave  as man and  wife?  Had Christian, after her initial
reluctance, accepted the marriage? Very clearly she had not.

It is not surprising that the divorce suit was successful. What is surprising is
that it should ever have occurred.  Who, we wonder, was this lady with the
determination and independence to defy two  such  formidable men, for, however
ignominious Saville’s role appears in this affair at least, both  he and Harrington
were forces to be reckoned with? Experienced as  they were in their dealings with
men, a  mere woman’s will should not have posed  much  of a problem to them.
So had Christian, perhaps, resources other than her own strength of character
to sustain her in the encounter such as, for example, a  powerful family in the
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background, which, though unlikely to sympathise with her feelings or
behaviour, would nevertheless resent too flagrant an injustice to one of its
members?lFor we can be sure  that  she belonged to one of the dozen or so
leading northern gentry families  that  were so busily intermarrying at  this  period.
Christian’s late  husband, Sir Robert Harrington, does not appear in any printed
pedigree of the Harrington family, nor in any of the standard histories, though
there is enough surviving evidence to establish his position as the  son,
and probably the eldest son, of the formidable Sir William Harrington of
Hornby.” And no doubt he would have figured in the later events of the
fifteenth century with  the rest of his family had he lived, but mention of him
ceases in  1439, when it is to be supposed he died. (Christian is being forced to
remarry in  1441, which would have allowed her the decent year of mourning.)

Before then there are many mentions of his name on north country deeds,
usually in association with members of other notable families in the area. He
appears in the Patent Rolls of  1430, 1431, and  1439  on commissions of enquiry
or muster with such figures as Richard, Earl of Salisbury, and Ralph, Earl of
Westmorland, amongst others less exalted.l2 And he is specifically mentioned as
the  brother  of Thomas Harrington in the will of Richard Shirburn, proved in
1440, perhaps after Robert had  also  died..3 Shirburn’s wife Agnes was almost
certainly a  Harrington, though alternative viewpoints have  been  put forward as
to her origins." He served in the French wars, apparently as  early as  1415  when
he appears in the retinue of Lord Roos at Agincourt, and he and his contingent
are conspicuous in Normandy throughout the campaign of Henry V.'5 The
absence of any mention of his name in England throughout the  14205 suggests
that  he  spent  most of that period in France where his father, uncles and cousins
were also acquiring fame and some fortune. The latest definite  mention  of his
being alive and  active  is on 22 April  1439  when he, his father, and  brother
Thomas are witnesses to a deed of Sir Thomas Dacre of Gilsland.I6 As he
invariably appears as knight  (miles) in official documents, and always in front
of his brother  Thomas, esquire  (armiger),  one would  assume that  he was the
elder of the  two, though  never to inherit, since his father Sir William was to die
on 22 February 1440, presumably shortly after  Robert’s death.” The matter of
his position in the Harrington family seems to be proved conclusively by the
terms in the marriage settlement of Thomas Harrington’s daughter Margaret in
1437  where Robert’s claim to the future Harrington inheritance is placed before
that  of  Thomas  and his heirs.”

An enterprising man in such  a  position would  have  required a wife of
appropriate background and prestige. His family was already connected by ties
of marriage and kinship with  most  of the eminent families of the north, having
systematically improved its territorial possessions by the perspicacious
acquisition of several considerable heiresses. And Robert was apparently no less
discerning, since his wife Christian was  that most  coveted of marriage partners,
the co-heiress of  a  family that  had failed in the male line. Her father was Sir
John Lancaster of Howgill, a  descendant of the Lancaster barons of Kendal. He
had extensive. holdings in Westmorland, including the manors of Depedale,
Rydale, Howgill, Milburn, and Loughrigg, as well as territory in Lonsdale  close
to the family seat  of the Harringtons at Hornby.” All of this  would  pass into the
hands of his four daughters when he died and Christian, being one of the four,

\
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could  thus be considered moderately attractive to an aspiring suitor, though not
irresistible to one motivated primarily by the  urge  to accumulate land and
wealth.

In  1408-9, some time before Sir  John  Lancaster’s death, another of his
daughters, Isabel, had  been  married to Sir Thomas Fleming of  Coningston, and
in the marriage contract it had  been  agreed  that should  Isabel fail to produce
heirs, then  Sir Thomas  Fleming’s  younger brother John should marry one of the
remaining Lancaster daughters, that is either Christian, Elizabeth, or
Margaret.20 Fortunately, Isabel and her husband proved fruitful and the other
three  future heiresses were married elsewhere: Elizabeth went to Robert
Crackenthorpe, Margaret to Sir Matthew Whitfield, and Christian to Sir
Robert Harrington. It is not possible to establish the precise dates of the  three
later marriages, but as Sir  John  Lancaster was stated to be over thirty on the
death of his father in  1399, one  would  assume that  some  or  even  all of his
daughters had been born by then.  They were certainly all married by March
1425  when  their  four  husbands jointly disposed of  a  piece of Lancaster land
which  they claimed belonged  to  them  ‘in the  right  of  their  wives.’“ Isabel, who,
in 1408-9, was the first to marry and therefore probably the eldest, had sons and
perhaps two daughters, the Christian and  Isabel Fleming who were in Christian
Harrington’s household in  1443.  These  two witnesses in the divorce  case  were
aged 24 and I8 in  that  year, and were also described as being of the second
degree of  consanguinity to  her.  This would allow the relationship of aunt to
nieces. It is  reasonable, therefore, to suppose  that Isabel  Lancaster was  having

Inquisition  of  Christian widow  of Sir  William Charley, 22  Henry VI, 1444-5, from  Chetham‘s
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children sometime before  1419, whatever her age on her marriage in 1408-9. So,
though  Christian might have been as young as 35 at the time of the divorce, it is  _
much more likely that she was over 40 and certainly mature  enough  not to be
completely intimidated by Harrington’s authority.

But if Christian had age and experience on her side, she certainly seems to
have  lacked  the support of male relatives; the only available Lancaster men at
that  time were apparently members of  a  junior branch of the family, no doubt
bitterly resentful that the Lancaster inheritance was likely to be transferred
through these four heiresses to their respective husbands. Even before Sir John
Lancaster’s death these other Westmorland Lancasters had been  engaged  in  a
savage family feud, remarkable, even at  that  time and in that locality, for its
ferocity.22 Attempted assassination by axe and sword had  been  added to the
more usual methods of coercion. And it appears  that  at the  death  of her father,
Elizabeth Lancaster’s husband Sir Robert Crackenthorpe became the recipient
of their attentions.23 Harassed and victimised as he strove to carry out his duties
as justice of the  peace  for Westmorland, his murder was eventually
accomplished in the  August  of  1438.  Nor did the quarrel end there. By March
1439  Elizabeth was still appealing for help against a  certain John and
Christopher Lancaster  who, with their Thornburgh accomplices, continued to
wage  a  war of terror against her, burning her barns and stealing her  cattle,  with
the intent to drive her out of  Rydale  and Depedale.24 The use of such brutally
direct  methods  of  .  dislodging the widow from her possessions  need  not
necessarily denote a complete  lack  of familial affection, but her sister Christian
would have been wise not to  expect  active support from  that  quarter.

At the partition of Sir  John  Lancaster’s estate in 1437-38, Christian and
Elizabeth were given the manors of Depedale, Blencoyne, Howgill, Knock,
Milbum and Lowenthwaite with their appurtenances, whilst Margaret and
Isabel  were  to have all his holdings in Rydale and Loughriggfis Subsequently
the parties rationalised their individual portions. The Flemings  seem  to  have
bought out the Whitfields in Rydale, and there is an interesting deed surviving
which concerns that part of the Lancaster inheritance  which  lay close to
Hornby. It is  a  fine recording a  sale, dated 25 March 1438:26

‘Between Robert Haryngton, knight, and Christiana his wife, plaintiffs,
and  Thomas  Flemyng and Isabella his wife and Robert Crakanthorpe and
Elizabeth his wife, deforciants, of a moiety of the manor of Caton and of 400
acres of land, 100 acres of meadow, 80  acres  of wood, 600 acres of moor in
Caton, and of  a  moiety of the manor of Presthoton and of 400  acres  of land, 40
acres of meadow, 200 acres of pasture and 30 acres of wood in Presthoton. The
deforciants remitted all  right  to Robert Haryngton and Christiana and to the
heirs  of Christiana  for  ever, for which Robert and Christiana gave  them £200  of
silver.’

That this property was to remain specifically to Christian and her heirs was
understandable in the circumstances. But  Thomas  Harrington was not likely to
prove indifferent to its future destination, lying 'as it did so close to his own
patrimony of Hornby. What is  more, he had already acquired the other moiety
of  Caton  on his marriage to the Dacre heiress, and it  would seem  only
reasonable that he should wish to consolidate his holding there. But  with  the
death  of his brother Robert without children in  1439  the_Harringtons had no
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legal claim on any part of Christian’s inheritance. One can imagine  Thomas
Harrington’s  concern, for if Christian were to  accept  a new alliance with  some
young aspiring member of any one of the several land-hungry local  families she
would effectively remove herself and her property out of Harrington reach.
Small wonder that  Thomas  Harrington was so anxious to persuade Christian
into marriage with Sir  Thomas  Saville, no doubt bargaining with her and her
land as part of his own daughter Joan’s dowry. It was unfortunate that
Christian could not be convinced of the attractiveness of the arrangement.
However, we discover  that  Harrington did manage to retain those lands in
Lonsdale at least. In  a  deed dated only three weeks after the divorce was
granted, that  is on 22  August 1443.  Christian remitted all rights in  those  lands to
her brother-in—law, and was immediately granted  them for ‘life and after her
death they were to remain to  Thomas  Harrington and his heirs forever’.27 The
price of Christian’s  divorce  was, apparently, the reversion of this portion of her
Lonsdale  estate  to  Thomas  Harrington.

No  doubt  this was part of the deal agreed upon  before  the divorce suit
began, but still one is inclined to sympathise with the weaker party in the  case,
and to appreciate her fear of  this  overbearing brother-in-law under whose
‘governance’ she had fallen. Even the  most  resolute of landed medieval widows
rarely managed to evade the unscrupulous machinations of their predatory
relatives, and we may congratulate  those  few strong characters  who,  in that
litigious  age, realised  that  their  best  defence was the service of a  good  lawyer.
But Christian, as far as we know, did not. The only witness in the divorce case
who may have  had any legal training was William  Hoton,  the chaplain,  and,
significantly, he was the only one to be asked the question: ‘Was Harrington  a
feoffee in Christian’s  lands?’ (Et  interrogatus  an  Thomas  Harryngton  sit
feoffatus  in  terris  et  tenementis  Christiane  dicit quad  non.) The answer was no, _.
but the subject was not pursued: it was outside  this  court’s terms of  reference.
Nevertheless, Christian had managed to extricate herself from an enforced
marriage, with part of her inheritance still  intact,  and only Saville  seems  to have
lost  completely by the divorce.

A fitting conclusion to the whole affair would have  been  to discover  that
Christian continued long to  enjoy her liberty, but this was not the  case. She died
only one year after the divorce, having, within that time, married Sir William
Chorley and  been  widowed once again. At her inquisition it was found that the
remaining three Lancaster daughters  stood  to inherit her portion of the  estate,
so  that  brief second marriage had produced no child either. Thomas
Harrington, was  also  mentioned in the inquiry, in such  a  way as to suggest to
the antiquarian, Towneley, that  Sir Robert Harrington  must  have  been  his
father.28 Was Thomas, perhaps, laying claim to the Lonsdale  estate  on
Christian’s death? If so, it would be natural for Towneley to assume, wrongly as
it happens, that this was Christian’s dower from her husband Robert, now to
pass to Robert’s  10_n_ Thomas. For pass it did. Caton is included in the  long list
of Harrington possessions which were later appropriated by the Stanleys.

To conclude, one  might  consider this episode from the viewpoint of
Thomas  Harrington, whose public career  suggests  that  he was  a  fairly typical
example of the  'strenuus’northern  gentry of the period. To him, Christian must
have  proved herself a  most  unsatisfactory addition to the Harrington family,
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having outlived  her  husband after neglecting to  provide  him  with heirs.  In  such
circumstances  it was  unquestionably his  duty, as  head  of the  family, to try to
dispose  of  Christian’s  property to the best  advantage  of  Harrington  heirs,  and
that he  allowed  her  personal inclinations  to  override  the  claims  of  dynastic
advancement  would suggest  that he was  more chivalrous than many another.
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